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I   THE BUDGET    ARAILWAYS) 1994-95 
. 

2. RE   SOLUTION APPKOVING BE 

COMMENDATIONS  IN FABAS 
2c,    28, 29, 30,    31    and 34 OF 
FIFTH  REPORT   OF  RAILWAY 

CONVENTION       COMMITTEE 
1991.  

3.  THE     APPROPRIATION     (RAIL-
WAYS)  NO. 2 BILL    1994 

4. THE    APPROPRIATION     (RAIL-
WAYS) NO. 3 BILL, 1994 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. 
SALIM): Now, the Railway Minister is to 
reply. 

THE MINISTER OF RAILWAYS (SHRI 
C. K. JAFFER SHARIEF): Mr. Vice-
Chairman, Sir, I am grateful to the hon. 
Members who have taken part in the debate 
on the Railway Budget and have made valu-
able suggestions. It will be very difft-cult for 
me to answer everyone nevertheless I 
certainly assure that their points will be taken 
up seriously and We will also be writing to 
them wherever we have not been able to say 
anything here just now. 

Sir, we have listened to the wide range of 
views expressed during the discussion on the 
Railway Budget. Members from all sections 
of the House have shown keen interest in the 
affairs of the Indian Railways. I am indeed 
grateful to them all. There has been some 
praise and appreciation and understandably 
some criticism as well. I do welcome criti-
cisms from the hon. Members for that is a 
very important source from which we get the 
valuable feedback on the Railway's 
performance and the expectations of the 
people. That enables us to respond in the best 
interest of the country. I would like to assure 
the House that all suggestions that they have 
made will receive our earnest attention. 

The    Standing Committee     an 
Railways have taken great pains to 
scrutinise the Demands for Grants 
and the performance of the Railways 
and have presented their Reports on 
various subjects, including Demands 
for Grants for 1994-95. I am grateful 
to them for their valuable suggestions 
and recommendations, which will be 
carefully examined by the Railway 
Ministry and the action taken will be 
reported to the Committee in due 
course. Actually, the efforts to raise 
the performance of the Railways in 
every respect is an on-going process 
and I have taken the House into con 
fidence about the steps planned to 
be taken.  

With your permission, Sir, I would like to 
cover briefly the areas of achievements and 
the action taken by the Railways and the 
follow-up to the announcements made in the 
Budget speech. 

The Experts Committee has already 
submitted its report on the commercial 
utilisation of its Space and property 
development of the Railways. The principles 
for the utiliKi-tion of Government land for 
commercial purposes in order to raise resour-
ces for development projects are yet 
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to be decided. The guidelines to be followed 
have alreay been finalised by the Committee 
of Secretaries, which are awaiting approval 
of the Cabinet. 

In order to accelerate the pace of various 
projects, since the principles have been 
decided in this respect, the Railways have 
already started preliminary work, identified 
prime locations by calling for conceptual 
plans from eminent achittcts. An und-
erstanding on this has also been reached with 
the Government of Maharashtra . 

With regard to the disposal of sc-rep as a 
source of raising funds it is now receiving 
greater attention. The value of scrap disposal 
has steadily improved in the recent years 
from Rs. 410 crores in 1981 to Rs. 540 cro-
rfs in 1991-92. Rs. 679 crores in 1992-9?. 
and Rs. 813 crores in 1993-94. Rsgarding 
passenger services, with a view to rationalise 
the existing pattern in terms of the number of 
servi-ces available, stations served etc. to 
cater to the needs of passengers on various 
routes, a study was got con-ducted in respect 
of North-South reute, which is the most 
difficult and congested one. As a result of the 
study, a new train between New Delhi and 
Nagpur has since been introduced. 

On train services, in fulfilment of my 
proposals in the House, 126 new trains were 
introduced in 1992-93 and 135 new trains 
during the year 1993-94. 

A weekly Rajdhani Express to 
Bangalore via Seounderabad was in 
troduced in November 1992. As the 
patronization of the train was en 
couraging, a Rajdhani Express to 
Madras was introduced in July 1993. 
It is being extended to Thiruvanan- 
thapuram in the current year. A 
weekly Rajdhani Express train has 
already been introduced in the cur 
rent year between New Delhi and 
Bbubaneskar. A weekly Rajdhani 
Express is proposed to be introduced 

ill the current year between New Delhi and 
Jammu Tawi. The Raj-dhani Express from 
New Delhi to Guwahati has been included in 
the July 1994 Time Table. The track works 
and maintenance facilities are under 
development and are expected to be ready by 
the time the new Time Table is introduced. 

Development of terminals lor hand 
ling traffic is an on-going process. It 
is our endeavour to provide rake- 
handling terminals at stations where 
four or more goods rakes are handled 
per month.     Goods       terminals 

are presently planned to be provided/ 
augmented at a number of locations, namely, 
Jaipur, Jabalpur, Bihar Sharif, Kanpur (Juhi), 
Bellary etc. Zonal Railways have been 
spedlfcally asked to isuggest proposals for 
providing more goods terminals for inclusion 
in the     Budget    for 1995^96. 

Parcel terminals are presently planned to be 
provided at New Delhi and Bombay VT. 
along with the remodelling and augmentation 
of passenger terminal facilities at these major 
stations. 

With the growing volume of freight traffic 
on the Indian Railways, the need to have 
Freight Operations Information System has 
been recognised. The System is being imple-
mented on the Railways, beginning with the 
Northern Railway. On implementation of the 
System, it will be possible to have an on-line 
status of Rolling Stock. It will be a two-tier 
system with computers at Central and zonal 
levels. Central system will handle Rolling 
Stock movement, whereas the Zonal system 
will be confined to yard nranagement, local 
area management, crew, (fuel invoicing, etc. 

In pursuit of our commitment to provide 
Safe and secure travel to our valued 
customers. I had earlier announced before 
this august House about providing insurance 
cover to the 
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bona fide passengers, including pass-holders, 
who become victims of terrorist acts, violent 
attacks, dacoities, bomb-blasits. etc., during 
the course of their journey or within the 
station premises. My Ministry has finalised 
all arrangements in this regard. 

This August House has already passed the 
Railways (Amendment) Bill, 1994 through 
which the relevant provisions of the Railways 
Act, 1989 and also those of the Railway 
Claims Tribunal Act, 1987 will be amended 
to cover the above accidents, in addition to 
the railway accidents for the purposte of 
payment of compensation, both for death and 
for injuries. 

The Scheme provides a cover of Rs. 2 lakhs 
in case of death or permanent disability and 
payment of compensation ranging from Rs. 
16,000|- to Rs. 1,80,000/- in case of injuries, 
depending upon the gravity. I hope that the 
insurance cover will go a long way to serve 
the common man by way of  providing him 
and his dependents the much needed relief at 
the time of distrees and alleviate hardships of 
the victims of such tragic incidents . 

Beginning with passenger amenities, 
i would like to mention that the pro 
vision has been raised to the level of 
Rs. 63 crores in: 1993-94 and Rs. 60 
crore in 1994-95 as compared to the exi- 
penditure of Rs. 36 crores in 1992-93 
and an average of about Rs. 22 crores 
in the previous two years. The basic 
amenities like drinking water and ad 
ditional amenities such as platforms, 
covers, water coolers, etc. are being 
systematically provided wherever 
there is deficiency.  This is an on 
going, process which is continuously 
monitored. The inspecting officers 
have been nominated to look into the 
amenities and initiate immediate re 
medial measures to rectify the short 
comings so noticed. Sir, I may add 
here that we have done one more 
thine.  

We have decentralised    the powers. Generally,  
for      passenger  amenities money used  to be 
released only when the .propocal came right up 
to      the Board, which was not necessary and 
which used to take a lot of     time. Secondly, I 
personally believe that a lot of     complaints 
had been     made during a number of debates 
on     the Railway Budget. When we go to the 
field, we find that the main person at the field 
level is the Divisional Railway Manager. He is 
the man who can go to the spot, he should keep 
on go. ing and he is the man who can take a 
decision. That is why we have decentralised the 
power, Now, the funds will go directly to the 
Divisional Railway Manager.  He Would be 
visiting the field to find out what the inade-
quacy is.      He should be responsible for   
providing  the   passenger  amenities and if he 
does not behave properly, then we can take 
some action against him.  The other thing is 
that the  money that is being distributed all over 
the country, its impact is not being felt, think 
during the last three, four Budgets which I had 
presented, nearly Rs. 200 crores have been 
spent on this. But the impact is not there. Let 
them take a particular route and do it right from 
one end to the other so that all the problems are 
attended to.      It can go on and in five, six 
years, they can cover    a lot of area instead of 
just giving the money here and there without 
knowing where they spend and how    they 
spend.      God alone knows it. We have a clear 
understanding on this and I have told the 
administration to follow this kind of a 
programme. 

So far, one AC three-tier coach has been 
provided in the Raj-dhani Express trains 
between New Delhi and Bombay Central, 
New Delhi and Howrah, Hazarat; 
Nizamuddln and Madras- Hazarat 
Nizamuddin and Bangalore and on Hazrat 
Nizamuddin— Bombay Central August 
Kranti Ex-pvem. . It has been decided to 
manu-factyira 65 coaches in the .current year 
to replace chair-cars on the Rajdhani 
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Express.   Trials   of   another   type   of AC 
three-tier coach are expected to be completed 
this summer and thereafter 20 such coaches will    
be provided in the current year for important 
long distance trains.     I would like to add that 
the decision of     the AC-3     tier coach, which 
is totally indigenous, is a result  of     the 
commendable      joint efforts of the Research     
Design and Standards Organisation, Lucknow 
and the Rail Coach Factory, Kapurthala. There 
have been a lot of complaints about the 
cleanliness of the coaches. We have introduced a 
new arrangement.   Travelling Safaiwallas      
have now been provided on important long 
distance trains under  the control of the  Train     
Superintendent with      a conductor  for  
effective   supervision. We are fully alive to the 
criticism about the  state  of cleanliness of     the 
passenger     coaches.      The Railways have now 
introduced jet cleaning at 92 stations all over the 
Railways to ensure quick and effective  cleaning. 
A new and shift     cleaning schedule has  been 
introduced.   Travelling Safaiwallas have been 
provided on the important long distance trains.      
We have also tried a new system   which is at the 
experiment stage.     We will see to what extent 
we can enlarge that system. This a type of 
chemical which is being put into the toilets.     It 
gets dried up and evaporates.      So, there is no  
pollution.   There  is   no      dirt either on the 
track or on the station premises. We are trying 
on those lines End we will see its     
performance. (Interruptions)   Don't interrupt.   
Let me complete. In deference to the desires   of     
some of   the     hon.       Mem-bers     who     
were     demanding additional sendees, it has 
been decided to introduce a reverse Shatabadi 
Express between New Delhi-Chandigarh and 
Kalka. If is also proposed to introduce a 
Shatabadi Express between New Delhi and      
Amritsar.     Efforts are on to make available 
suitable rol-ling-stock for    the train.      Another 
Shatabdi Express train between Bom bay and 
Ahmedabad has been introduced. [The   Vice-
Chairman     (Shri Satish 

Agarwal) in the Chair] 

Sir, I am aware that this  is     an area where 
the demands continue to rise.      Some of the 
hon.      Members have   given  suggestions,  
both  in  the House and separately.     As the 
House is aware, the introduction and extension  
of train  services  requires  substantial  inputs,  
not only  by way of rolling-stock but also by 
way of terminal  facilities,   maintenanae   set-up 
and increase in line capacity.     While we  are  
constantly providing the inputs, through our 
Annual Plan,     the demand is always in excess 
of     the capacity. So, rationalisation and opti-
mal utilisation of available   resources is being 
mae for providing more services . 

Now  the point of speeding up     the existing 
services.  There is a demand for Speeding up 
the  trains.   During the  last year, nearly 200 
broad-gauge and  166    metre-gauge    trains     
were speeded up, on an average, by     48 
minutes and 35 minutes respectively. This is a 
continuous process. But, at the  same time, the 
Railays received a large number of demands for 
providing additional stoppages of trains. Such 
demands    have been made by hon. Members 
also.     I would like to submit that every 
sytoppage takes extra time,  that  is,  slowing 
down the speed, duration of the halt and then 
picking up the     speed again.      The effect of 
additional stoppages on the running time of 
long-distance express trains can well be 
imagined.     In the case  of superfast trains, 
particularljy the public    and the consumers' 
protection forum expect us to    provide fast and 
comfortable service since we are levying extra 
charges.     I would, therefore, like to appeal to 
all the hon, Members     not to propose 
additional stoppages at least for such trains. 

The House is aware that for expansion of 
the railway network and for improvement in 
the service, considerable inputs are required 
such as Strengthening the track structure in 
order to achieve higher speed, investment in 
signalling and communication to enurse safe 
travel, eomputerisation 
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of freight operation and passenger 
reservations to improve the quality of service 
and to achieve better customer satisfaction. 
There has been a severe resource crunch 
faced by the Railways mainly due to a decline 
in the budgetary support, aggravated by non-
payment of the freight outstandings by the 
State Electricity Boards. These have severely 
limited the man-oeuvrability of the Railways, 
compelling them to look for new methods to 
increase the internal, generation of resources 
such as commercial exploi. tatian of air space 
and land management. 

Sir, I wish to assure the House that the 
Railways have embarked upon a policy of 
large-scale gauge conversion after a very 
careful consideration of all relevant factors. 
The Railways had proposed an outlay of Rs. 
45,000 crores in the Eighth Plan to provide for 
necessary inputs for carrying the projected 
traffic. This was reduced to about Rs. 27,000 
crores. We had a huge backlong of 
replacement of metre-gauge track and rolling-
stock. On the one hand, the transport capacity 
lad to be increased within a much lower outlay 
and, on the other hand, the share of metre-
gauge was steadily falling on account of poor 
economics of its operation. Although the 
metre-gauge constituted 38 per cent of the 
total track kilometrage, it contributed only 8 
per cent of originating freight traffic and 12 
per cent of passenger traffic. As a result, the 
operating ratio on metre-gauge is of the order 
of 171 per cent, which means that we have to 
Spend Rs. 171 to earn Rs. 100. Such a 
situation had to be remedied quickly in the 
interest of financial health of the total system. 
Therefore, we de. eided that gauge conversion 
was the solution to meet the transiportation 
and development needs and, at the same time, 
improve the viability of the aystem. We noted 
that funds required for this purpose, over and 
above what the Plan provided, could 

be found by avoiding metre-gauge track 
renewals and traffic facility works including 
certain doubling works which would be no 
longer necessary because of alternative routes 
becoming available by gauge conversion. The 
gauge conversion pro. posals have been 
approved by the Planning Commission and 
are also consistent with the recommendations 
of the Committee on Expansion of Railway 
Network. Sir, when we took up 'unigauge' 
project in our hand from the year 1992-93, I 
had apprised the hon. Members of its 
advantages for the country as well as for the 
Indian Railways. I would like to highlight an 
important aspect of this project. The cost of 
haulage of freight traffic of M. G. system is 
more than twice that on B. G. system. it is also 
more than what we get as freight charges from 
our customers. Each tonne of freight carried 
on M. G. causes us losses. Thus by converting 
M.G. lines into B. G. lines, we would be 
replacing a highly inefficient system by a far 
more efficient one. Thus, while on the one 
hand, it would eliminate subsidising of M.G. 
system by B.G. system, on the other hand, an 
efficient B.G. system would act as a catalyst 
for repaid industrialisation of these region by 
providing free and uninterrupted movement of 
pass, engers and freight . 

The Railway users are already wit. nessing 
the benefits of gauge conversion schemes that 
have been completed . Better train services, 
made possible by gauge conversion, include 
the Jaipur.Bombay Superfast Express, ex-
tension of the Tapovan and Devglri Express 
trains to provide a direct fester service 
between Marathwada region and Bombay, the 
Madras-Kanya-kumari Express, linking 
Madurai and Tirunelveli on broad gauge with 
Madras, faster traing on the Mysore-
Bangalore section, direct broad gauge 
services for hill Stations like Nainital from 
Delhi and Calcutta to Katiigo-dan and so on. 
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Industrial development, as a result of gauge  
conversion, is evident      at Aurangabad and 
Beramati where     a number of new anits are 
coming up. Gauge  conversion   of   certain   
routes has resulted in    relieving    congested 
routes or removing transport   bottlenecks.       
The   ccnversion of Sitapur-Burhwal  has      : 
educed  the  distance between Rosa and 
Burhwal by     53 kilometres,  and   has  
reduced  congestion at Lucknow and on the 
route via Lucknow.      The   conversion of 
Bika-ner.Jodhpur     and      Sawaimadhopur-
Jaipur-Phulera Merta  Road serves to decongest 
the broad gauge route from Delhi  to   Bombay, 
and will  promote sal trafic, fertilisers and  POL 
traffic from Gujarat to Rajasthan, Haryana and     
Punjab.     Utilisation     of      the 
Sawaimadhopur,"aipur  line has      al-ready  
improved to  four daily  goods trains as against 
one prior to conversion .      The     
transhipment  point  at Delhi-Sarai Rohi la has 
been     closed after conversion of Delhi-
Rewari section .      The com ersion from 
Madurai to Tuticorin has reduced the distance 
from  Erode  to  Kanyakumari   by  78 
kilometres,   besiles  providing an alternative to 
the 1 eavily worked Erode-Trivandrum line  
Goods traffic on the Maniachi.Tirunetvel - 
Virudhunagar-Madurai Sections has distinctly 
pick ed up.     The PuruliaJCotshila conversion 
provides an altemative route to the Chandil-
Murl single line, and iron ore movement to 
Bokaro Steel Piant has also become much 
smoother. 

In my last Budget speech, I explained to 
the House that the Planning Commiesion 
gave us the permission When we said that we 
would be take up this unigauge policy even 
without the funding arrangement. Naturally, 
you will  ask, "How would we do it?" Some 
hon. Members also mentioned it. I would like 
to explain it. Gauge conversion in the past 
was treated almost on a par with new lines, 
with provision of new station buildings, ser-
vice buildings, staff quarters, etc. Since it is 
now taken up as a stra. tagy to enhance the 
opwatkxial   flui. 

dity and throughout, to improve ser-vice and 
boost industrial development as quickly as 
possible, the approach is to achieve at the 
least cost. While track of required standard 
and signal.. ling consistent with safety and the 
desired speed, are catered for, only essential 
facilities required for passenger and freight 
movement are provi-ded. Other types of  
secondary improvements will only be taken 
up later as the converted lines become more 
remunerative. Thus, the cost of gauge 
conversion is coming to about Re. 52 to Rs. 
60 lakhs per kilometre with new track on 
average terrain, ad compared to about Rs. 80 
lakh per kilometre earlier. Sir, on every kilo-
metre. We are saving about Rs.20 lakhs. 

Sir, apprehensions have been expressed 
that the thrust on gauge conversion is causing 
adverse effect on the progress of construction 
of new lines and doublings. I would like to 
remove this apprehension, by drawing 
attention to the fact that the javer-age length 
of new lines commissioned during the Sixth 
and Seventh Plana was 230 kms. and 176 
kms. respectively per annum. The progress 
achieved during the first two years of the 
Eighth Plan, after we took up the Unigauge 
Project is 230 kms. per annum. Similarly, for 
doublings, annual progress achieved during 
the Sixth and Seventh Plans was 141 kms and 
170 kms. respective. Iy, whereas line 
measuring 496 kms. was commissioned 
during the first two years of the Eighth Plan. 
In fact, during the current year 1994-9S, the 
length of doublings to be commissioned will 
be more than 300 kms. which is the highest in 
the last two decades. 

Members from Madhya Pradesh will be 
happy to know that the work on Habibganj 
terminal at Bhopal will be completed during 
1994-95. Gauge conversion of Ratlam-Mhow 
is likely to be taken up and eampleted in 
1985-96, while Parasia-Chindwara gauge 
conversion, and the    new line from 
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Jagdalpur will be taken up as soon as the 

approval of the Planning Commission, to 

whom both the projects have already been 

referred, is received. Guna-Etawah is making 

good progress. In 1994.95, the section from 

Sanichara to Nonera will be completed. 

Environment clearance has just been received 

for Mohana-Panihar section and the same is 

being targeted for completion in 1995.96. 

I would like to assure the hon. Member 
from Assam, Shri Gohain, that gauge 
conversion work is in progress beyond 
Lumding and the section up to Dibrugarh will 
be completed by 31st March, 1997. Funds 
amounting to Rs. 80 crores have been 
provided in 1994.95 Budget. Bogie-beel 
bridge has already been identified as a Ninth 
Plan project and will be taken up after 
completion of the bridge on the River 
Bralimaputra at Jogighopa, which is now 
under con. struction. 

Hon. Members from Uttar Pradesh 
have referred to the work of Mau- 
Shahganj gauge conversion. The need 
for the work has been accepted by 
my Ministry and the foundations-stone 
has already been laid. However, the 
work can be taken up only after get 
ting the Planning Commission's ap. 
proval. This afternoon, I had a dis 
cussion with the Deputy Chairman of 
the Planning Commission. We are 
likely to get his approval in two or 
three  days. So, I am personally 
pur,suing the same with tre Deputy Chairman 
of the Planning Commission. The 
construction work of Guwahati.Jogighopa line 
has not been stopped. It has only been 
regulated to suit the time-frame of 
construction of the Brahmaputra bridge at 
Jogig-hona, which is expected to be com. 
pleted by December, 1995. The line from 
Jogighopa to Goalpara is targeted for 
completion in 1995-96 and Goalpara to 
Guwahati in 1996-97. 

Then, Sir, as regards safety, I have 

repeatedly mentioned in this House 

that safety is a prime concern of the Railways.       
The stress  laid  on this aspect   has  brought   
about     a reduc-tiopn in the total number of 
train ac-cidcrit;-, despite intensive utilisation 
of the railway assets.      The number of 
accidents which     wag 532 in 1990.91 has 
boon reduced to 520 in      1993-94, while in 
terms of accidents Per million  train  
kilometres   the  figure  has *come down to 
0.82 in 1993.94 as against 0.86 in 1990-91. 
The decreasing trend  is     continuing   in  the  
current year,  despite the   fact  that accidents 
at umanned level crossings have increased.       
The    bureaucrats    always give  oomparative 
figures.      I do not believe  in them.      There 
should, actually, be  no accidents at all.     I 
have, in   fact,  aid  stress  on  this  aspect in 
the invsstment decisions  and I have seen  to it  
that a substantial investment is made to 
improve the safety standards.       The     
Railway  Manage-mont  is fully alive to the  
need for elimirating   human  failure   which  is 
very often the main factor contributing  to 
accidents.      Intensive counsel-ling,  
improved     training and better working 
environment are being provided and, at the 
same time, the per-formance of  critical 
■categories of staff is  regularly  monitored.   I 
do expect improvement, not only in the statis-
tics, but also in the number of serious 
accidents.       As   I mentioned in my Budget  
Speech,  significsnt  allocation if;  being made  
for manning of level crossings to prevent 
accidents     that arise  from  negligence     of  
the  road users.      Other safety works are also 
being funded more liberally. 

Some of the hon. Members have 
commented upon the poor punetuality of 
trains. During the years 1991-92 and 1992.93, 
the percentage of mail and passenger trains 
not losing time was 92.9 per cent, which has 
improved marginally to 93.3 per cent in 
1993.94. I would like to assure the House that 
there will be no complacency in regard to 
improving the Railway performance further. 
The Railways Ere making every endeavour 
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to aviold detention of trains within their 
control. The running of trains is rnointored 
round the clock at diffo-rcat levels. For long 
term improvement in spec:! and punctuaity, 
measures such as strengthening of track, 
signalling, more powerful locomotives, better 
design of coahes, etc. are being taken. As 
mentioned in my Budget Speech; new  
coaches to be manufactured from the current 
year onwards will  have air brakes for higher 
efficiency. But, very often the Railway's 
efforts are seriously affected by external 
causes like agitations and bundhs, squatting 
on tracks, alarm chain pulling, etc. The 
Railwsy authorities, at different levels 
maintain contact with the local civil and 
police authorities to enlist their co-operation 
for tackling these problems, 

I am happy to inform the House that 
Magadh Express and Purwa Express are 
being accelerated from 1st July, 1994 so as to 
bring them to  Del. hi earlier. After 
acceleration, Magadh Express will reach 
Delhi at 10. 30 A.M. while Purwa Express is 
scheduled to arrive at 8.05  A..M. I am also 
happy to announce that with effect from July, 
1994. the Railways will be providing 
Rajdhani services both via Grand Chord and 
main line on Fridays ex-New Delhi, and on 
Sundays ex-Howrah, thereby fulfilling a long 
pending demand of the people of  Bihar and  
eastern  UP. 

We have decided in his Budget about 
segregation of  long distance and short 
ditasnce passengers. The passenger traffic in 
and around 16 cities ( Luc know, Kanpur. 
Varanasi. Patna, Jaipur; Indore; Bhopal. 
Nagpur. Ahmede-bad. Surat. Varodara: Pune: 
Secun-deabad. Bangalore. Coimbatore and 
Midurai) with a population of one million 
and above and certain in others including  the 
four metronolitan cities. will be catered for 
by progressive in. troduction of push-null 
diesel multi. ple units and main line electric 
multiple unit services, and faster air brake 
psssenger services. DMU type push-null  
services   have  already been in- 

troduced on 17 sections, and 8 others have 
been identified for such services in the near 
future. EMU services will be introduced on 
the New Delhi-Ghaziabad-Aligarh   section, 

The first prototype consisting Of DMU, 
with one motor coach and two trailer 
coaches, hag already been turned out by ICF. 
A rake will have three such coaches. Series 
production will be taken up after necessary 
trials. It is expected that six BG rakes and 
two MG rakes will be manufactured by 
March, 1995. 

A prototype main line electrical multiple 
unit is being manufactured for trials on the 
Asanson.Bardhamanis section. In addition, 
120 ME MU coaches are proposed to be 
manufactured in the current year. 

An order for 0 BG rail cars     has been placed 
on BEML, Bangalore aid production  will be  
taken up      after trials of the prototypes which 
is expected shortly.     Action has also been 
vnitiated  for 5  M!G rail cars.      Five 
sections have been identified for in-'rioduction 
of    rail buseis.      I would Tike to inform the 
House that Research Design  and  Standards  
Organisations, Lucknow have played a key 
role in designing   the  customer-friendly rol-
jhng stock     such as     diesel /electrical 
multipe     units    and    rail   cars just 
mentioned by     me.      Sir, with this new   
arrangement   of   segregation   of short-
distance  and  long-distance  pas-sengers, I am 
sure, we  get the     co-peration of the 
Members not to bring pressure to stop the 
long-distance pas-sengers.   And  sometimes   
it   is  being made a prestige issue and 
pressure is being brought because of which 
not only  the lines   capacity   gets wasted but 
it also troubles the long-distance passengers. 

Sir, some of the hon. Members pleaded for 

expediting the progress of railway 

electrification projects. I wish to assure the 

House that rail--vay electrification continues 

to remain a major  thrust  area for      the 
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Indian Railways. In our Eighth Plan 
proposals, the intension was to complete 
electrification of 3,500 route kilometres with 
an outlay of Rs. 1,709 crores. With the outlay 
being reduced to Rs. 1,350 crores, the target 
was brought down to 2,700 RKM. Out of this, 
we have completed 479 RKM and 505 RKM 
in the first two years of the Eighth Plan. 
Achievement of the Plan target will require 
stepping up of annual targets as well as the 
financial outlay. At this juncture, it becomes 
necessary to reckon one or two other factors 
that are relevant. First, gauge conversion of 
certain it)utes provides alternative routes to 
sections that would otherwise justify 
electrification. Secondly, in the immediate 
context, there is a degree of mismatch 
between the requirement of electric 
locomotives and their production, which is 
somewhat lower. This situation is expected to 
get remedied in the next few years and it 
would be advantageous to have investment on 
railway electrification guided by this basis 
also, among others. Keeping all factors in 
view, the Railways are maintaining adequate 
progress of electrification. Sanction of new 
pro-jects and execution of projects will be 
done, with due regard to the priorities of the 
different routes and sections . 

Sir. again this is another aress where, I am 

sure, the House will appreciate. The cost of 

Railway electrification for a double-line 

section has Steadily gone up during the last 

decade to about 60 lakhs per route knometre 

lor sections energised in 1992-93. Through 

technical innovations, rationalised working, 

reduction in time period for execution, 

economy in buildings, reduction in 

overheads, etc., the cost is proposed to be 

brought down to about Rs. 50 lakhs per route 

kilometre. That is, per every route kilometre, 

Rs. 10 lakhs will be reduced. RDSO and the 

Railway Eleetrifieation Organisation have 

been instructed to formulate further steps for 
implementiig the guidelines. 

Sir,      I would like     to inform the House 
particularly one thing that in this Budget, we 
have   planned everything on the basis of   
need. I wish to assure  the House   that  the  
Railways are fully conscious of the 
developmental needs.      But, a oigger Plan 
does not  necessarily  mesa   that  it  is  the 
most effective or usetul Plan. Resources  are  
scarce  and  costly   and they have  to be  
utilised optimally.   What I have in mind is 
that our investment in  any  type of Plan  
activity should be strictly related to the level of 
need in that area of activity. Procurement of 
rolling stock is an area where we have been 
making the maximum investment input in the 
past few years. Now, we have reviewed the 
position in  totality.      We  find  that, in   the 
first two years of the Eighth Plan, the offer of 
freight traffic has been much lower than 
expected. There has been a drop in average  
lead also, thanks to the increase and spread of 
industri. elisation;  which is  certainly a wel-
come  development  from  an overall point of 
view, With the growing accent on  improved    
maintenance and operating practices, we are 
confident to  achieve  higher nobility of      our 
railing stock,  thereby improving  the 
productivity and reducing the requirement of 
additional rolling stock and, therfore.  the  
Ministry  has   under-taken   the   execise   to   
determine   the need of additional rolling stock      
on the basis of actual requirement Taking into 
account the actors just mentioned. I assure the 
House that ade-quate provision has been made     
for rolling  stock  to  cater   to   the  traffic 
peeds. 

Similarly, passenger traffic growth which 
was projected at 5 per cent did not 
materialise. The first year of the Plan 
registered a drop of 4.6 per cent and in 1993-
94 also, the growth was poor. Por 1994 95, 
therefore, We have estimated a mo lest 
growth of only 2 per cent. 
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With progressive gauge convension, the 
need for replacement of overaged metre 
gauge coaches has come down drastically. 
Besides, with the smoother and uninterrupted 
flow of traffic due to elimination of 
transhipment points, as a result of progresive 
gauge conversion, we expect appreciable im-
pnovemenit in utilisation of broad gauge 
coaches. I am glad to inform the House that 
we are in a position to export surplus metre 
gauge coaches. To sum up, as a result of 
review, we have been able to bring down the 
procurement of coaches to 1400 from 2139 
last Year. 

In pursuance of the decision to alter the 
export market for the sale of MG rolling 
stock, an Export Promo. lion Committee has 
been set up in the Ministry of Railways and 
arrange_ ments made to ensure expeditious 
response to all export enquiries. Details have 
been sent to Indian Embassies for wide 
publicity. The thrust on exports hag led to 
negotiations for leasing five locomotives to 
Bangladesh: these are at an advanced stage. 
RITES have also signed a contract with 
Vietnam Railways for export of 10 new sir-
conditioned and 5 new ordinary sleeper 
coaches. 

In the Budget speech, I had mentioned that 
Railways are contemplating to bring about 
organisational and structural changes in order 
to improve the productivity and create an en-
vironment in which customer service and 
customer comfort get over-riding priority. I 
am happy to report to the House that a 
Committee has since submitted its report and 
some of the recommendations have already 
been Eccepted. A high-powered committee 
has been set up to work out modalities for 
implementation of decisions already taken. 

I had also    mentioned about     the need to    
redefine    the   geographical .jurisdiction of 
zones    and    divisions, keeping in view the 
altered    volume of tariff flows, as a result of   
gauge 

conversions, so as to facilitate effec-live 
inspection and supervision over field working. 
Work is in progress for collection of relevant 
informa-tion which is being studied by a 
Committee in the Railway Ministry. The 
Committee is expected to finalise its report 
soon and a decision will be taken with due 
regard to operational and financial viability of 
the new units. 

Sir, with the changing scenarie, emerging 
with the large-scale gauge conversion and 
changes in the pattern of traffic flows, besides 
the review of the requirements of rolling stock 
mentioned by me earlier, we have also 
undertaken a global review of the facilities 
available for maintenance of rolling stock, by 
way of carriage and wagons workshops and 
loco sheds. It is expected that the review will 
bring out a degree of redundancy —both of 
manpower and machine capacity. It will be 
our endeavour to utilise the redundant 
manpower capacity, to the maximum extent 
possible, by organising training and 
deployment of surplus manpower and the total 
capacity, by launching judicious and viable 
schemes of diver-.sification. 

Sir it is well known that Indian Railways 
are one of the largest emp-loyers in the 
country. In that capacity we have all along 
been giving a high priority to the diverse 
measures of staff welfare, which have main-
tained their morale at a fairly high level, 
which has contributed to the all round 
development of the Railways. Sir, we are 
concious of the fact that the inevitable proess 
of reforms and globalisation may be causing a 
degree of apprehension regarding a possible 
shift  in our Approach  towards our work 
force. 

Sir, I would like to assure the House, 
through you, that the interets and welfare of 
staff will continus to occupy the foremost 
place in our minds while implementing the 
reform 
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measures.  I would also like to      inform the 
House that we shall continue  to  maintain    
full    transparency while deliberating and 
deciding upon the modalities of 
implementation    of the reform measures so 
that all segments  of our work force feels fully 
involved and    secure in    the   entire process.     
I  had  mentioned    in    my speech about the     
setting up of      a Railway   Catering   
Corporation      for improving the catering 
services. The basic scheme for the Corporation 
has been drawn up.      The RITES     have 
been commissioned to prepare a project report, 
which is expected shortly.    Thereafter   the 
matter will    be placed before  the Cabinet    
for    approval . 

As far as the defreezing of the Eklakhi-
Balurghat Project is concerned, in deference to 
the aspirations of the people from West 
Bengal, voiced by their MPs., I have already 
announced the defreezing of the work on the 
Eklakhi-Balurghat Project. An amount of Rs. 
1 crore would be provided as outlay for the 
work during 1994-95. 

The survey for a new line between Rajpura 
and Chandigarh has just been completed. The 
report is under examination and once the 
results of the survey are finalised, the 
proposal would be sent to the Planning Com-
mission. 

Sir, ever since our Government came to 

power in 1991, I have laid great stress 

improving the quality of our service to the 

people. All the mea.sures that I have initiated 

since then have  this ultimate objective. 

Computerised reservation, which has given 
immense satisfaction to the passengers, has 
been expanded. A.C. Sleeper travel in made 
affordatile by the introduction of the 3-tier 
A.C. coaches. Both short-distance travellers 
around urban centres and long- 

distance passengers would be benefited by the 
measures such as push-pull services, DMU 
services and main-line EMU services. Gauge 
conversion has enabled us to improve our 
service and economy of operation besides 
stepping up the development of the various 
regions. In the face of dwindling budgetary 
support, the Railways have stepped up internal 
resource generation and created the Capital 
Fund. This is a step towards .self-reliance. 
Technological upgradation of the rolling stock 
and of the signalling and track systems is 
being constantly pursued, aided by indigenous 
research and technology transfer. It is our 
earnest hope that the Railways would continue 
on the path of progress, with more efficiency, 
higher speed, better safety and improved 
quality of service. 

In cherishing this hope, our endeavour 
would be to place a. substantially higher 
degree of reliance on the active and direct 
involvement and support of the organised 
labour, in order to adequately fulfil the 
Railways' ultimate goal of service to its users 
and the people of India. 

Now, Sir, there are one or two points I 
would like to mention. Our friends from 
Gujarat—particularly, from Kutch—have 
been repeatedly demanding about improving 
certain services. They have a number of 
narrow gauge and metre gauge services, 
which are coming in the way of their 
economic development. I want to assure them. 
I would be visiting their area. In fact, we have 
fixod the date also. Just this morning-. I had a 
discussion with the Chief Minister of Gujarat, 
when he called On me. The date is decided. If 
our Congress Session is not going to be there 
on the 4th. We would be there cm that day. I 
am sure my friend? from Gujarat would be 
eatisfled with this. 

My friend from Buland.^hahar.. . 
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SHRI JAGESH DESAI (Maharash-tra): 
Why only Kutch? What about Maharashtra? 

SHRI    DINESHBHAI       TRIVEDI 
(Gujarat): Would you visit Kutch in the near 
future?     Would   you    visit Bhuj in' the 
near future? 

SHRI C. K. JAFFER SHARIEF: My friend 
from Bulandshahar gave very good-
suggestions. In return for his constructive 
suggestions, he asked for two coaches. I 
would definitely look after his interests. 

SHRI  SANGH    PRIYA   GAUTAM 

(Uttar Pradesh): Thank you. 

SHRI C.   K.    JAFFER   SHARIEF: My 
friend, Mr. Jagesh Desai,   is    a prominent 
Member.    He has   always been very 
constructive.    We    have always taken 
interest in    Maharashtra.    "The other  day, I 
went there. We had a long discussion   with   
the Chief Minister of Maharashtra about the 
B.U. T.R Only this morning,   the "World 
Bank officiate had discussions with our 
Ministry officials.    Sir, earlier, there has been 
a feeling in this House as wen as the other 
House. 

An hon. Member   mentioned 5.00 P.M. that 
the particular   region from    which   any    
Minister comes, is looked after well. You have 
heard . me.    If all the    areas   which have 
been covered belong to Karnataka because I 
belong to Karnataka, I am very proud of it 
because the whole country belongs to me.  ... 
(Interrup-tions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SATISH 
AGARWAL): Let him conclude. 

SHRl    DINESHBHAI      TRIVEDI: We 

are gratrful to you, Sir. I request you to visit 

the area at your ear. list, possibly before the 

end of this session. 

 

SHRI SUNDER SINGH BHAN-DARI: 
This is about Performance Budget. Every 
Ministry submits its Performance Budget. 
Will the Railway Ministry also do so? You 
are not doing so at present. 

SHRI C.  K.     JAFFER SHARIEF: Whenever 
we have presented a bud get, we have always 
Mentioned about our performance. If you look at 
the Budget speech... 

SHRI SUNDER SINGH BHAN-DARI; 
The Budget speech is something else. 

SHRI C. K. JAFFER SHARIEF: We have 
mentioned about our performance. We have 
also said what we were going to do. 

SHRI      SUNDER SINGH   BHAN. DARI: 
You do not cover everything that you promise     
in    your Budget Speech or elsewhere throughout 
the year.   The Performance Budget will give us a 
clear picture of how much has been achieved and 
what remains to be done.   So, that gives you, the 
people   and  Parliament  Members   a clear 
picture of the working of    the Railways. 

SHRI C. K.    JAFFER SHARIEF: Fine. We 
can do so. There is nothing to hide. In fact, I 
may add here that perhaps the Railway Ministry 
is one MShistry which    is so transparent.      
We  formed  the Consultative Committee  
attached  to  the Railway Mnistry.   We have    
formed     three groups   and   the   three groups 
went into all the areas of functioning  of the 
Railway Ministry.  They submit-ted their 
reports. The convenors   of all the three groups  
who chair them, are all members of the     
Opposition. ... (Interuptions) 

 



THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SATISH AGARWAL): Normady, 
after the reply is over, there is no 
procedure for seeking further clari 
fications ...............  (Jnterruptions)   Even 
then, I am prepared to accommodate. You 
please take your seats. 1 will permit one by 

one for two seconds each.   Please take your   
seats. 

Yes, Mr. Narayanasamy. Don't make a 
speech... (Interruptions) 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Pbn-
dicherry); Thank you very much, Sir. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, there was a 
specific demand from Tamil Nadu about the 
Rajdhani Express that was fiyento us about 
two years ago by the hon. Minister. I am 
grateful to him for that.  Now that train has 
been extended     up to Trivandrum. It is only 
once a week. We want that there should be an 
exclusive train for Tamil Nadu, especially the 
Rajdhani Express.   For    Trivandrum you 
can have a separate train.      Let us not keep 
it ith that. I have no grudge about  this,  
number ne ' Number two, we want that the 
Rajdhani Express should be thrice a week  
We have been demanding this. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SATISH 
AGARWAL): You have made the point. ... 
(Interruptions) 

SHRI      V.       NARAYANASAMY: The  
hon.   Minister  has  been  saying that if the 
traffic increased, he would oonsider it. It is 
more than 300 persons. ... (Interruptions) 

THE. VICE- CHAIRMAN (SHRI SATISH  

AGARWAWL): You have made -the -point. 

... (Interruptions) 

SHRI S. MUTHUl MANl (Tamil Nadu): 
Sir, the Rajdhani Express from Delhi to 
Bombay is going, on all the seven days of the 
week. So, the Centre      is    partial. (Intenup- 

tions)... 

It is sending the Rajdhani Ex-eess to Tamil 
Nadu only once a week, will the Minister 
consider me proposal to increase the 
frequcicy of the Rajdhani Express to from 
Nadu? 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY:    Sir, there is 
a misgiving in the Minister that during the 
British period Tamil Nadu    was given many 
railway lines. This is totality unaeceptable for 
the simple reason that there is only one railway 
line between Madras and Kan-yakumari and 
that is metre    gauge. Therefore, I want the 
hon.   Minister to concentrate on   Tamil   Nadu   
so that the people of Tamil Nadu   can be 
benefited. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SATISH 
AGARWAL): You have made your point. 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA 
(Karnataka): Yesterday I made a point that 
for 100 years we have been demanding a line 
from Hubli to Kar-var in Karnatataka. 

THE   VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SATISH AGARWAL): You also belong to 
Karnataka. You talk to him when he is in 
Karnataka. 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: Since he 
had not responded, I am raising it now.    I 
want Mm to respond. 

SHRI        TULASIDAS MAJJI 
(Andhra Pradesh): The Hon. Railway Minister 
has given many new trains. I am thankful to 
him. I am sorry to express simultaneously that 
he has not mentioned even a single line for 
Andhra Pradesih, whereias the hon  time 
Minister hails from that State  I would like to 
bring. to his notice that recently on  2nd May, 
1994 a- tragedy had occurred in Andhra 
Pradesh where 30 innocent lives were lost 
because of the unman. ned level crossing. 
Because of their fault these people  died, "I 
request the hon.  Minister   on   bumanitarion 
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grounds; to accept giving Rs. 1.00 lakh as 
ex gratia relief to the kith and kin of each 
of the deceased. He should also accept 
giving employment to one member of the 
family of each of  the deceased. Let the 
hon. Minister react to this favourably. The 
people of Andhra Pradesh will be happy 
over this gesture. 

SHRI PASUMPON THA. KIRUT-
TINAN (Tamil Nadu); I wholly support 
Mr. Narayanasamy. Almost all sections of 
the people of Tamil Nadu wish to have a 
Rajdhani Express exclusively from 
Madras to New Delhi. Another thing is 
that we have got a broad gauge line 
connecting Madurai to Kanyakumaci, 
Madurai to Madras and Madurai to 
Bangalore, but we do not have a train 
from Kanya-kumari to Bombay. Madurai 
is an historic city. It is the seat of the 
Tamil culture. It has its own importance. 
It is also a business centre. We are 
exporting a lot of textiles from here to 
foreign countries. So, we should have a 
train connecting Kanyakumari, Madurai 
and Bombiy. 

 

SHRI        SARADA        MOHANTIE 
(Orissa):  Sir... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SATISH 
AGARWAL): Sarada Ji. please do not enter into 
arguments. There is no debate after the reply. Don't 
take undue advantage of the liberal Chair. 

SHRI SARADA MOHANTY; I want an 
assurance from the hon. Minister if he is going to 
keep the sale proceds of scraps old materials in the 
next year budget or not. 

THE     VICE-CHAIRMAN      (SHRI SATISH 

AGARWAL):  That is all. 

SHRI  SARADA  MOHANTY:   Second 
question, Sir. 

† [] Transliteration in Arabic Script, 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SATISH 

AGARWAL): Not two or three. I will not 

permit. Please do not make a speech. Put a 

pointed question. You have the right to write to 

the Minister. * 

SHRI S. MUTHU MANI ; Sir, there is a full 

doubling of track between Delhi and Calcutta, 

Delhi and Bombay and Calcutta and Madras. But 

there is no doubling between Bombay and 

Madras. Are the Railways having any proposal to 

double the line between Bombay and Madrsis? 

Are the Railways having any proposal to have a 

new train from Delhi to Madurai directly? I want 

an assurance from the hon. Minister that the faci-

lity provided to Tamil Nadu will not be affected 

by the extension of the existing Rajdhani Express 

to Thiru-vananthapuram. 

 

 

 

 

SHRI S. MUTHU MANl (Tamil 

Nadu): Sir, I want to put two or three 

questions. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

SATISH AGARWAL): No. It is not a 

question hour.    I am sorry. 
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   † [] Transliteration in, Arabic Script. 

 

SHRI SUDHIR RANJAN MAJUMDAR 
(Tripura): Sir, the hon. Minister has said many 
things about the improvement of railways in 
the country. My only request to the hon. 
Minister is about the extension of the line 
from Kumarghat to Agar-tala. Hon. Member 
Mr. Salim, has mentioned this in his speech. I 
feel that our State is completely neglected.,  
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SHRI SARADA MOHANTY; Sir, 1 associate 

myself with the sentiments expressed by Shri 

Desai. 

THE VICK-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SATISH 

AGARWAL): Where is the occasion for 

associating? 

SHRI JAGESH DESAI (Maharash-tra):  Sir, 

regarding Maharashtra and Bombay, I do not 

want to say   anything.    But from Khurd   Road    

to Puri, there is a   single   line.    Thou-sahds of 

pilgrims  and  tourists    are coming to Puri from 

Calcutta    and other parts of the country,  That 

is why the trains are always   late.    1 would 

like to know whether the Minister will see to it 

that the   railway line from  Khurd Road to   

Puri made Rouble.  

 

 

t[] Transliteration in Arabic Script. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SATISH 
AGARWAL): Now, the hon. Minister is free 
to reply or not to reply.    It is up to him. 

(THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN  [in the 
Chair] 

 

SHRI C. K. JAFFER SHARIEF: 
Madam, I have alreay replied to all 
the major issues. Some hon. Mem 
bers have raised certain issues which 
perhaps they feel very important and 
I appreciate the concern sho.wn by 
them. But let me clarify the posi 
tion. Madam, this Rajdhani Ex 
press which Narayanasamy and also 
some other Members of Parliament 
from Tamil Nadu referred to  

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That 
Narayanasamy was not Mr. V. Narayanasamy. 
That was Mr. Y. Narayanasamy. 

SHRI C. K. JAFFER SHARJEP: Yesterday the 
problem was that one Narayanasamy was asking of 
Y. Narayahasmy, why is there another 
Narayanaswamy? We have now taken both Df 
them together. I want to remove certain doubts and 
I am sure the Members will appreciate it. I re-
member   that   Mr.   Narayanasamy's 
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voice was loud when a Rajdhani was 
mtiodaced to Bangalore. Later on I came to 
know that this Rajdhani wai lying there for 80 
hours. It runs once a week, it remains there for 
the whole week and then it comes back. I said, 
"It is a criminal wastage of money on such a 
prestigious train." Then I said, "There is no 
point in it" Let us extend it to other places. 
Why do we allow it to lie idle in one place like 
that? Taking the total rakes which are available 
we extended it to Bhubaneswar, to Madras, to 
Kerala and to Jammu Tawi. Even the train that 
goes to Bangalore does not remain there. It 
goes to Trivandrum and comes back and then it 
goes to Bhubaneswar. Everybody wants that 
there must be some good prestigious train, 
superfast train, which can carry them fast with 
all oomforte_ So we have met all the 
requirements. Please do not try to 
misunderstand that we have done favour to any 
particular region. When I came to know that it 
was lying for 80 hours in Bangalore, which is 
my place, I said, "Nothing doing. It should go 
to other places. Why should it be wasted?" So, 
you should understand this. I thought that I 
should explain it in between how we rational-
ised this. Why have we brought down the 
investment? The other day Members of 
Parliament from Tamil Nadu again said, "You 
have brought down the investment on TCF, 
Perambur. The work in the factory has gone 
down. Money has gone to Kapurthala." 
Nothing of the sort. We have brought down the 
investment on both the factories, not merely on 
one. The problem is that one train goes from 
Delhi to Lucknow in the night and the next day 
it comes back It his got maintenance. One train 
which originates from Guwahati runs for four 
days up to Trivandrum. It runs for four days. It 
is also a fact. If yon go on idling the  rolling 
stock,  it affects the Performance. If  a rake 
goes to a colliery for carrying   coal 

for a power plant or a steel plant and it 
remains there for a week, nobody is bothered 
about it and it lies there. Whatever investment 
we make in the Railways is not in hundreds, 
not in thousands, not in lakhs but in crores and 
such kind of an investment should be properly 
utilised. The Members know that—it had not 
happened in this House; it had happened in the 
other House—last year the Members sat the 
whole night up till morning. Our friend and 
my predecessor Railway Minis-ter, Mr. 
George Fernandes, spoke on the Railway 
Budget in the early morning. This year it was 
right up to 4 o'clock. What did the Members 
demand? I fully understand and appreciate the 
anxiety and interest of everyone. They speak 
for the development of their constituencies, 
their State, their region. How can development 
come unless you economise and save and 
make funds available for development? This is 
where we have rationalised we have brought 
down the investment on tolling stock. We have 
used the money for enlarging the network. 
Madam, if today, I don't appreciate or the 
House does not appreciate, I am sure posterity 
will appreciate that for the first time in 40 
years such a network is being developed. You 
go right from Guwahati to Kanyakumari and 
see how the work is going on. When you go to 
a place where gauge conversion is taking 
place, you ask a farmer. His land value has 
gone up. His borrowing capacity has gone up, 
which was not there earlier. People are 
expecting that industrialisation would come. 
Like that there are many aspects. I don't want 
to elaborate them. I am sure my friends from 
Tamil Nadu and other places will understand 
and appreciate it. They have asked for certain 
services from Kanyakumari to Bombay via 

Madurai and all that. We will see what we can 
do. 

Then my friends, Mr. Salim,   Mr 
Maumdar    and others have spoken about 
services from   Kurnarghat   to 
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Agartala. My esteemed colleague Shri 
Sontosh Mohan Dev, was also pressing for it. 
Earlier, we thought about it. But for reasons of  
economic viability, this idea was given up. 
They requested us to have a re-look at it. We 
will have a fresh look at it. Beyond that I 
cannot say anything at the moment. There is 
no point in saying anything for the sake of 
public consumption. We must be sincere 
about whatever we want to do. 

Some friends, especially two Maulanas, 
talked about Mau-Shah-ganj. Yesterday, 
there was good shero-shayari. But today I 
did not listen to anything. I was expecting 
some couplets. I expected that 1 would have 
some from the Chair also. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; We 
expected the Railway Minister to speak in a 
poetic form. 

SHRI C. K. JAFFER SHARIEF: I must tell 
the hon. Members that thia morning I had a 
meeting with tha Deputy Chairman of the 
Planning Commission. As I said earlier, this 
project is also one of the project for which we 
are awaiting clearance. In fact, without taking 
the clearance of the Planning Commission, I 
don't go anywhere to lay the foundation. Even 
when 1 came to Mau-Shahganj. I took the 
permission Of the Deputy Chairman, Planning 
Commission. 1 am sure we will get the 
permission in another two or three days. You 
don't have to worry about it. We will start the 
work very soon. That is what I would like to 
say about Mau-Shahganj. 

Then some hon. Members have asked 
about punctuality. They wanted to know on 
what basis we have come to this conclusion. 
Madam, we are monitoring it. If there is any 
wrong report, hon. Members can certainly 
bring it to my notice.. . We will take action, 
Generally, the punctuality has improved. We 
have got the feed-back from the people. 
Regarding Madhya Pradesh, they said 

that nothing has been mentioned. He rightly 
said that nobody can go anywhere without 
passing through Madhya Pradesh. Nobody 
can go to this part of the country or that part 
of the country  will out passing through 
Madhya Pradesh. Madhya Pradesh is the 
heart of the country. If there is no heart there 
is nothing. A heart is always there in a body. 
(Interruptions). 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Let him 
complete. He has only reached up to Madhya 
Pradesh. He has to cross Madhya Pradesh to 
go to Andhra Pradesh. 

SHRI C.   K.   JAFFER    SHARIEF; 
My sister,    Mrs.  Patel, has   spoken 
about Ahmedabad.   She has mention 
ed about Zonal Headquarters,   Divi- 
sional Headquarters and decentralisa 
tion, which we are    closely   looking 
into.    Actually, we are   very    keen 
that there should be decentralisation. 
Zones and divisions should come but 
on one definite ground that they have 
financial viability We don't want   to 
waste money on establihsments.     We 
certainly     need decentralisation or    
development.     So,     keeping   in 
view      the      financial viability of        
divisions and zones, let me  tell 
the hon.    Members that if there are divisions 
and zones that exist     without       financial       
viability, may be, we will have the estab-
lishments there but we may use them for 
somewhere   else.    We are   very clear that 
any division or zone should do more 
marketing, bring in    revenues .    So, there is 
no question of an establishment just getting 
salary and existing there.    It must meet the 
re-qulrements based in the development of  
the area also.   We are making   a ''very close 
study on this.    This will be finalised soon.    I 
am   sure    that Gujarat needs a certain set-up.     
It  is  all  historical that West Bengal has got 
two    zones;    Maharashtra-   and "Bombay 
have also got two zones each. there is need 
for decentralisatiem. But  about it?   We- are 
working on that We will see how things will 
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[Shri C.   K.  Jaffar Sharief] 

Our esteemed hon. Member, Jagesh-ji, has 
spoken regarding a line extending from 
Khurda Road to Puri. I cannot say anything 
off hand but I will bear his suggestion in 
mind. I will see what we can do about   it. 

As regards  Bhopal Coach Factory and 
providing jobs to the gas victims, it will be 

very difficult for me to say anything right 
now. But it is an area where one has to look 
with sympathy. I will certainly look into this 
matter and take care of it. With more    
discussions   ... (Interruptions) 

THE5 DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No more 
discussions... (Interruprtons) Please sit 
down... (Interruptions) No humanitarian 
grounds also... (Inter-ruptions) Let him 
finish. 

SHRI C, K. JAFFER SHARIEF: Madam, I 
will answer one point which Mr. 
Hanumanthappa has raised because I must be 
able to go back to my State, He comes from 
there and if he is not satisfied, people will not 
allow me to enter my place. And they will say, 
"He spoke for the entire country but he did not 
speak anything for us.'' He mentioned about 
Hubli, Karwar, Harihar, Tumkur and Chit-
radurga. As I myself come from Karnataka. I 
know that we have two pots only; one at 
Mangalore and the other at Karwar. Karwar is 
being used for naval exercises. We do not 
know what the naval people are doing there. 
But the other day we had a discussion with the 
Surface Transport Minister who is in charge of 
Ports. We will also take it up with the Ministry 
of Defence. If they are making investments, if 
they are using it, then it is okay; otherwise we 
will have to think of it commercially. And the 
Hubli-Kar-war line is important to make it 
comercially operative. I am really very 
sympathetic about it. We will look into this 
aspect. And as regards Hawhar-Kottur, it is a 
miss-ing   link.    I    cannot    promise    you 

anything now. We will have a look into that 
also, And as regards Chit-radurga and 
Tumkur,     I will... 

THE  DEPUTY   CHAIRMAN:   Exa, 
mine it! 

SHRI C. K.    JAFFER SHARIEF: 1   will 
have a survey done.     With these few words,   
I request the   hon. Memberis to accept my 
proposals and return the Bills. 

 

I will now put the Relution moved by Shri 
C.K. Jaffer Sharief, to vote.     The question 
is: 

"That this House approves the 
recommendations made in para-graphs 27, 
28, 29, 30, 31 and 34 contained in the Fifth 
Report of the Railway Convention 
Committee, 1991, appointed to review the 
rate of dividend payable by the Railway 
Undertaking to General Revenues, etc. 
which was laid on the Table of the Rajya 
Sabha on the 23rd February,  1994." 

The motion was adopted. 

THE  DEPUTY     CHAIRMAN:       I will 

now put     the       Appropriation" (Railways)  

No. 2 Bill, 1994 to vote. The question is: 

"That the Bill to authorise payment and 
appropriation of certain sums from and out 
of the Consoli-dated Fund of India for the 
services of the fancial year 1994. 95 for the 
purposes of Railways, as 



paised by the Lok Sabha, be taken into  
consideration.'' 

The motion was adopted, 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We shall 
now take up clause-by-clause consideration 
of the Bill. 

Clause 2 and 3 and the     Schedule were 
added to the Bill. 

Clause 1. the Enacting Formula and the 

Title were added to the Bill 

SHRI C.  K.     JAFFER SHARIEF: 
Madam, I bag to move: 

*'That the Bill be returned." 

The qtiestion was put and the motion was 

adopted. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now 1 will 
put the Appropriation (Railways) No. 3 Bill, 
1994 to vote. The question is: 

■That the Bill to provide for the 
authorisation of appropriation of money out 
of the Consolidated Fund of India to meet the 
amounts spent on certain services for the 
purposes of Railways during the financial 
year ended on the 31st day of March, 1991, 
in excess of the amounts granted tor those 
services and for that year, as passed by the 
Lok Sabha, be taken into donsideration." 

The motion wis odoptcd. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We shall 

now take up clause-by-clause consideration 

of the Bill. 

Clauaes 2 and 3 and the Schedule were 

added to the Bill. 

Clause 1, the Enacting Formula and the 

Title were added to the Bill, 

SHRI C. K. JAFFER SHARIEF: Madam, 

I beg to move: 

"That the mil be  returned.'* 

The Question was put and the motion was 
adoptel.  

THE DEPUTY' CHAIRMAN: Mr. 
Minister, you should remember the feelings 
of the Members. You have to   keep   all     
your  promises. 

Now, we will take up the Anti-Hijacking 
(Amendment) Bill, 1993 and the Suppression 
of Unlawful Acts against Safety of Civil Avia 
tion (Amendment) Bill, 1993. We are going 
to discuss these two Bills together as decided 
by the Business Advisory Committee. After 
the discussion, if there is time, the Minis. ter 
will reply. If not, he will reply tomorrow soon 
after the Question Hour. Now, the Minister. 

The   anti-hijackiag (Amendment)   
Bill, 1993 

and 

The suppreasdon of uolawful acts against 

safety of civil aviation (Amendment) 

Bill, 1993 

THE MINISTER OF CIVIL AVIATION 
AND TOURISM (SHRI GHULAM NABI 
AZAD): Madam, I move: 

"That the Bill further to amehd the Anti-
Hijacking Act, 1982, be taken into 
consideration'' 

I also beg to move: 

"That the Bill further to amend the 
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against 
Safety of Civil Aviation Act, 1982, be 
taken into consideration," 

The questions were proposed. 
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